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Viewers are encouraged to open the presentation

in FULL-SCREEN mode

This varied collection of illustrations offers a topical pot
pourri of digitally produced images. All the pictures began
as digital photographs; each one has subsequently been
edited and treated in pixel- and vector-based software
applications. The images and their presentations are the
product of an informal exploration of creative imaging
software packages: a critical eye is sure to discover many
lapses and inconsistencies throughout, for which all due
apologies are offered. For returning viewers, the contents
will likely wax and wane, perhaps also gain new chapters
with the passage of time.



The Waterfront
This installment of sights and scenes from Santa Barbara’s waterfront includes varied
images from East Beach, Stearns Wharf and along the boardwalk, the breakwater and boat
moorages, and beginning with the carousel in Chase Palm Park.

Many of the venues included have provided generous cooperation and informative details,
but in the interest of offering a presentation that is relatively uncluttered with texts, curious
viewers are advised to research basic and more elaborated site descriptions via the Internet.
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Prancing neon
circus horses

dancing
in a circle .. .

proof that
life really is

a carousel ride
.

in a world of

make-believe ...

made real
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East Beach on a Holiday
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 A Family Day at the Beach

East Beach
Sand Sculpture Festival 
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Sand Castles on the Beach
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Sand Sculpture

A Sleeping Bear



Sunday Afternoon

East Beach Art Show
Canvases & a bronze sculpture

  .
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Artists, artisans, crafts & wares
lions & tigers (stuffed ones at that)

paintings & pottery, wind chimes & window hangings
11



Rings & Bracelets
that glisten and shine

with rainbow colors
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. . . and sparklingly iridescent glass salt & pepper shakers



Oceanside Views along East Beach

The Saturday Afternoon Drumming Circle
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feeling the pulse

Drummers . . .
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FIESTA TIME
It’s a balmy afternoon in Chase Palm Park,
where a Latin Combo livens up the early

evening hours with spirited music



Oceanside Views

Stearns Wharf & Boardwalk,
Breakwater, Boats & Moorages
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The Waterfront Beach



Stearns Wharf, Breakwater & Moorages
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 Above: The boardwalk with The Santa Barbara Museum of Natural History Sea Center,
shops & stores, The Harbor Restaurant, Moby Dick’s Restaurant, and the Shellfish Company
.

 Below: The end of the breakwater and rock revetments, boat moorages,
. . . and in the foreground the harbor dredge (see upcoming detail)



Stearns Wharf & Boardwalk,
Breakwater, Boats & Moorages

Below: Dolphins at Play – Bud Bottoms, Sculptor
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And along the boardwalk . . . .



Right: Cap’n Blue expounding 
on the one that got away

 Below: Coastal Treasures sign



. . . and for one’s spiritual needs . . .

Pierside Counseling and Guidance
professional consultation available

AllAll Aquarians warmly welcomed



Windows on the World
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. . . and Signs of the Times



 Above
The Sea Center’s sign

.

 Left Captain S Rokk
Magician and . . .

see next page 
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 “By golly, she’s caught

the Golden Snitch!”
.



Left:
Captain
S Rokk

rocks

Right &
below :

Signs
from the

Wharf
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Three sailboats . . . at anchor in calm seas
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29A yacht motoring into the boat basin Longboard’s mast with signal flags



Paddle-boarding
in the harbor’s waters

Two brave souls,
balancing on the briny deep
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The Santa Barbara Shellfish Company
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from the ocean’s end of the pier:

The Breakwater’s boulder revetments and concrete terminus
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from the end of the breakwater :

Stearns Wharf – and the mouth of the boat basin



A view from the end of the breakwater:

The Wharf with Santa Ynes Mountains backdrop



A lone
dolphin
waits at
the end
of the
break-
water

to greet
all who
make

the trip.

Bud Bottoms,
Sculptor
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 Above:
Breakwater’s End

Concrete abutment, and view toward

Santa Ynes Mountains (background)

 The Inscription
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The Breakwater’s Terminus, Moorages, and . . .
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THE DREDGE . . . A fact of life for a harbor vulnerable to tidal accumulations



The Yacht Basin & Moorages
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lie at anchor
in calm waters

.

from the

Breakwater
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 Above: Giant Techno - Tuna
.

formerly on display in front of



Santa Barbara Maritime Museum and The Waterfront Grill 39
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On display in the Maritime Museum:

Lighthouse Lantern Lens



Close of Day & Sunset over the Santa Ynes Mountains
Passersby come and go in the pre-twilight hours,

walking out to the end of the breakwater for yet another view,

or heading back to the warming comforts of land, and to the evening that lies ahead. 41



42. . . and a Folk Music jam session — playing their last set of the day
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And in conclusion

A Restaurant
 Lighthouse

A lantern without
a lens or lamp

that seems to catch
the setting sun’s
reflection within

its glass enclosure



The photographs in this rendered collection were taken with a Sony Alpha series camera and zoom lenses. Multiple layers and
treatments were prepared in Adobe Photoshop and Illustrator; layouts and presentations via Microsoft Power-Point include
page backgrounds and frequent use of onboard image-framing tools.
• Web hosting via frumuspub.net is courtesy of Fruhauf Music Publications. Any illustrations, treatments or materials

included here that infringe on trademarked or copyrighted materials, or that are seen as inappropriate, can be removed by
petitioned request, addressed to the Email links listed below.

• Although this presentation was originally formatted in PowerPoint, for convenience it has been posted as an optimized
.pdf document. Viewers are encouraged to open the show in full-screen mode. Please address requests for reuse or
reapplication of images contained herein to: Eafruhauf@aol.com or frumus01@aol.com.

• If viewers of this collection wish to purchase augmented files for any individual illustrations, please note:
 The present copies are in optimized .jpg format, reduced to 150 ppi
 Pre-reduction files are available (between 12-60 MB each)
 Revised, resized or reprocessed .jpg or .tif files are available (between 20-100 MB each)
 See provisional fee schedules posted on the webpage address provided below
 Delivery via Internet (Email attachment)
 For online details, visit: Pixxelation Station Special Orders

Please visit frumuspub’s host page for PIXXELATION STATION at: Picture Postcards from Santa Barbara
for more details.
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Thank you for making

a part of your screen viewing experiences.

Picture Postcards from Santa Barbara
Iconic Sights, Scenes and Settings

Please address comments, questions or requests to:
frumus01@aol.com or Eafruhauf@aol.com

Click image above for access to frumuspub’s home page


